**Mobile Warehouse Solution**

**DRIVE PRODUCTIVITY AND REDUCE COSTS IN THE YARD**

Picking and shipping the wrong product is expensive. Raise your level of customer service and satisfaction while reducing costs. Manage your yard with mobile technology to ensure accuracy in pick counts and staging of the correct product.

**MOBILE FEATURES**

- **Picking** – Create different picking directives. Stage product for pickup vs. loading direct for shipment.
- **Shipping** – Pack, stage, load and ship orders.
- **Receiving** – Accurately count and receive product into the yard and record where product was moved to or placed.
- **Bin Management** – Manage product by bin location. Record movement between bins and locations in the yard.
- **Run Tracking** – Store and direct personnel to the correct run or lot number for a product.
- **Container Management** – Direct and record picks by Cubes, Straps, Each or any other unit of measure.
- **Order Status** – Track order status in the yard with real-time color-coded insight on the order.
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